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Abstract
It has long been speculated that expression of emotions from different modalities

have the same underlying ‘code’, whether it be a dance step, musical phrase, or

tone of voice. We present the first attempt to implement and test this theory across

three modalities, inspired by the polyvalence and repeatability of robotics. First,

we survey the literature to discover the common features across modalities. Based

on the most salient features, we develop a Description of Emotion through Speed,

Intensity, Regularity and Extent (DESIRE) as a unifying core for emotions across

voice, gesture and music.

We propose the DESIRE framework as a general basis for robot emotion. We de-

scribe how DESIRE can be used to both analyze and generate at least four emotions

across three modalities. The model is evaluated by developing an emotion transfer

system, for example transferring the emotion from a human voice to a robot gesture,

via DESIRE only. Our results show that the simple 4-tuple of these dynamic param-

eters can capture four emotions recognizable at greater than chance across gesture

and voice, and at least two emotions across all three modalities.

Applications for multi-modal, expressive music robots is discussed, as well as an

automatic emotional voice-to-gesture conversion system for telepresence robots.
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非依存なDESIREモデルによるヒューマノイドロボットの感情の
設計と実現

内容梗概
人間がダンスのステップや，音楽の演奏のしかた，あるいは声の調子など様々
なモダリティにその人の感情を表すとき，異種のモダリティ間で共有される感情
の表現がどのようなものかは長年の疑問となっていた．本論文では，音声，ジェ
スチャ，音楽表現という 3つのモダリティの間で感情 (エモーション)をロボッ
ト上に実装し，検証することを通じて，多様なロボットへの実装や再現性の保
存などを可能とする，エモーションの異種モダリティ間での表現を体系立てて
議論する．我々はまず，従来のエモーション研究の調査を通じて扱うモダリティ
間で共通する特徴を明らかにする．それらの中でも顕著な特徴に基づいて， 3

つのモダリティ間でエモーションを統一的に記述する特徴量として 4つのパラ
メータから構成される DESIRE (Description of Emotion through Speed, Intensity,

Regularity and Extent)を構築する．
我々はロボットのエモーションの一般的な内部表現として DESIREを用いる．

DESIREの枠組みよって，エモーションの分析および生成が 3つのモダリティ
について，少なくとも 4種類のエモーションで可能となることを示す．本モデ
ルの分析と生成については，異種モダリティ間でエモーションを転写する実験
を通じて評価する．一例として，人間の声から DESIRE パラメータを抽出し，
ロボットのジェスチャにマップして動作生成という転写が挙げられる．評価実
験によって，DESIREによる 4つの値から成るエモーション表現を用いれば，4

種類のエモーションがジェスチャおよび音声について識別可能なこと，また，3

つ全てのモダリティについて，少なくとも 2種類のエモーションは識別可能で
あることを明らかにする．
また，本論文では研究の応用先として，多様なモダリティを利用して感情表
現豊かに人間と共演する音楽演奏ロボットや，操作者の音声に込められた感情
を自動的にジェスチャへと転写することでコミュニケーションの質を向上する
テレプレゼンスロボットについて議論する．
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Emotions can be conveyed in many ways outside of facial expression. Consider

the sympathy we feel for a quivering puppy ― he looks scared, we might say. Or

the shouts of neighbors fighting in a foreign language; they can still sound angry

even without knowing what they are saying. Even a singer on stage can belt out a

tune with such emotional intensity that listeners are moved to tears. It is a curious

phenomenon: how can mere movements or sounds affect us in this way? This kind

of ‘emotional intelligence’ – to sense and produce emotions through various means

– appears to be built into any normal-functioning human and even some animals. We

propose that robots, too, can be given the ability to see and hear emotion, and speak

and move with emotion. But first we must understand more about this seemingly

automatic response as it manifests in ourselves.

First, consider that any movement can be colored with emotion. In the 1980’s,

the neurologist Manfred Clynes performed extensive cross-cultural studies using his

sentograph, a device to measure touch [1]. He asked subjects to tap the device at

regular intervals while imagining emotions such as love, hate, and grief. The re-

sulting dynamic forms of the movements appear similar across cultures, e.g., abrupt,

jabbing movements for hate. In more recent studies, psychologists show the impor-

tance of movement by attaching balls of light to actors’ joints, turning off the lights,

and recording these so-called ‘point-light’ displays. Actors in [2] made “drinking

and knocking” movements in 10 different emotions, and despite the impoverished

format, raters could still recognize emotional information. Animators at Disney con-

tinue to make use of this phenomenon by giving emotions to typically inanimate

objects. One common exercise described in [3] is to animate a bag of flour; a crum-

pled, lethargic countenance can show sadness, and a fully extended, jumping version

can convey joy. Clearly, humans can see and express emotions through movement.

A more common way we express emotions is through the voice. In a typical

study on emotional voice, researchers ask actors to utter gibberish words in vari-

ous emotions. Van Bezooijen et al. [4] asked native Dutch speakers to say maanden

zwanger (“two months pregnant”) in neutral and 9 other emotions, and then played

them to Dutch and Japanese subjects. Juslin and Laukka [5] reviewed dozens of stud-
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ies of this kind, and found that hearers can judge anger, fear, happiness, sadness and

tenderness almost as well as facial expressions, around 70%. Changes in properties

like pitch, tempo and loudness of speech due to physiological changes are thought

create these universally perceptible emotional differences [6]. Even among some

animals, alarm calls mimic human fear vocalizations, with high-pitches and abrupt

onset times [7]. In primates, dominant males often emit threatening vocalizations

with characteristics similar to those of human anger. Interestingly, emotions are not

limited to expressions created using the body alone.

Since the age of the ancient Greeks, music has mystified scholars because of

its power to evoke emotions [8]. Music can make us feel elated or make us cry,

despite there being no event in particular that would give us a reason to feel these

emotions. Movie scores are written with the purpose of matching a film script; a

slow, vibrato-heavy violin ballad matches a sorrowful scene better than the same

violin playing the quick, anxious repeated notes with unexpected attacks that would

accompany a horror film. Furthermore, the perception of emotions in music appears

somewhat universal; for instance, Japanese listeners are able to recognize joy, anger

and sadness in both Hindustani and Western music [9] just as well as they do in

Japanese music [10]. Babies by the age of nine months can discriminate between

happy and sad music [11], and by the age of six they can identify sadness, fear and

anger in music [12].

The goal of this thesis is two-fold. Firstly, it has long been speculated that

whether it be a dance step, tone of voice, or musical phrase, the expression of emo-

tions have the same underlying ‘code’ [1] [5] [13]. The first goal of this work

is to use humanoid robots to test this hypothesis. As Breazeal states, “robots can

be used as experimental testbeds for scientific investigation” to help us understand

ourselves as humans [47]. This second goal is to create robots that can express

emotions by moving, speaking and playing music. To do this, we propose a new,

modality-independent design and implementation of emotions suited to humanoid

robots, which takes into account the kinds of emotion portrayals described above.

This rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will give a brief

overview of emotions to define the scope of this work. In Chapter 3, we examine

current approaches to designing artificial emotions for robots and clarify the need for
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a new design of robot emotions. In Chapter 4, our new model and framework for

emotion called DESIRE is presented. In Chapter 5, the implementation of DESIRE

for humanoid robots is discussed. In Chapter 6, we evaluate the DESIRE model and

its implementation on three robot platforms. In Chapter 7, we conclude this work,

summarizing the results of our study and proposing some applications for robots

using DESIRE as their emotional basis.
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Chapter 2 Background and Scope
In this chapter, we will define the scope of this thesis amidst the very well-studied

field of emotion. First, let us start with definitions.

2.1 Primary and secondary emotions
Emotion has been defined in many ways, depending on the view. Researchers in

‘appraisal theory’ (for example, Scherer [14]) study emotion as “relatively brief and

intense reactions to goal-relevant changes in the environment” [5]. For example, if

our goal is to drive down the road, and a car cuts in front of us, we may experience

anger after a quick appraisal of the event. Many systems for artificial emotion reason

about an emotional state using this appraisal approach. On the other hand, consider

that emotions can be evoked without any specific goal-related event, for example in

music.

In the field of neuroscience, Damasio [17] distinguishes between these two types

of emotions: primary and secondary emotions. Primary emotions are initial, innate

emotional responses processed in the lower-level limbic system of the brain. For

instance, fear can arise before the signals even reach the cortex to perform reason-

ing [17]. In affective computing, Picard calls this the physical or bodily compo-

nent [15]. Secondary emotions comprise emotions such as grief, in response to the

understanding of a loss of a loved one, for example. These involve higher-level rea-

soning, and are what Picard refers to as the cognitive component of emotion [15].

As an illustration, Parrot [18] suggests a tree-like hierarchy of primary, secondary

and tertiary emotions: primary emotions comprise love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness

and fear. Secondary emotions stem from these primary emotions after cognitive ap-

praisal. For example, secondary emotions for anger include rage, envy, exasperation;

joy can be further broken down into contentment, enthrallment, relief, and so on.

We use the definition of emotion offered by Juslin in [16]:

This term is used to refer to a quite brief but intense affective reaction that

usually involves a number of sub-components–subjective feeling, physio-

logical arousal, expression, action tendency, and regulation–that are more

or less ‘synchronized’. Emotions focus on specific ‘objects’ and last min-
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utes to a few hours (e.g. happiness, sadness).

2.2 Scope
Our approach to designing emotions for robots does not treat cognitive or secondary

emotions. Indeed, computers are well-suited to computing logical outcomes of events

given a set of rules and a current state. Instead, we focus on the perceptions of music

or animated bags of flour that mysteriously evoke emotion, which are typically re-

garded as automatic and hardwired. This curious black-box of primary emotions is

what we address in this thesis.

Primary emotions are sometimes also called basic emotions, a subset of which

we study here. Ortony et al. [19] collected lists of basic emotions. For example,

Ekman [20] in his work on universal facial expressions lists 6 emotions: fear, anger,

sadness, happiness, disgust and surprise. Tomkins [21] includes interest and shame;

Johnson-Laird and Oatley list 5 emotions: fear, anger, sadness, happiness and dis-

gust [22]. From these and others, the most common four emotions (combining near

synonyms like joy and happiness) are fear, anger, sadness and joy [15]. These four

emotions are the basis of study in this thesis.

Finally, we limit the study to dynamic, non-facial expressions of emotions. The

face may be a very reliable source of affective information, but it is not the sole

source. Interestingly, [23] distinguishes between emotions that can be captured in

one frame, such as the facial photographs studied by Ekman, and emotions that are

more difficult to capture in one instant. For instance, surprise was poorly distin-

guished from fear when using still photographs. As described in the introduction,

we tackle specifically emotions expressed through voice, movement, and music. The

underlying factor here is that they are not effectively expressed in one frame; in other

words, they are dynamic through time.

2.3 Other definitions
Finally, we offer a few other definitions related to emotion. Affect is the general word

that covers phenomena involving all valenced (positive/negative) states, including

emotion, mood, and preference [16]. Moods are lower in intensity, and last longer

than emotions (i.e. several hours to days) and are not necessarily directed towards any
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clear ’object’ [16]. The word feeling can also be distinguished here; Damasio [17]

defines feeling as the private, mental experience of emotion. Unlike emotions, they

are not observable. Finally, we make the distinction between emotion (singular),

which is the phenomenon described earlier, and emotions (plural), which we will use

here interchangeably for emotion classes (e.g. happiness, sadness).
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Chapter 3 Related Work
In this chapter, we consider three main issues for designing primary emotions for

robots: 1) expression of emotions, 2) recognition of emotions, and 3) representation

of emotions. First, we review related work; due to the wealth of existing studies

in each of these domains, only those implemented on robot platforms are reviewed

here. Then, we draw a list of requirements for robot emotion design, keeping these

previous works in mind.

3.1 Robot expression of emotions
Firstly, robots should be able to express emotions just as humans. We briefly de-

scribe the state of the art in the three modalities described in the Introduction: bodily

expression, vocal expression, and musical expression.

3.1.1 Bodily expression
Humanoids are natural platforms for expressing emotion as humans would. Conven-

tional approaches play pre-defined robot poses such as raised arms for surprise [46],

or an aggressive stance for anger. These allow for scaling so that the gesture can be

more or less activated [24] [58]. On the other hand, its usage is restricted: 1) the

poses and emotions are limited to a hand-designed set, and 2) the robot cannot do

any other gestures (e.g., emblematic, interactive, punctuative [25]) at the same time.

Using this pose-based design, for example, “angrily pointing” would not be possible.

Movement of the body is another promising method. For example, Kismet drew

its head backwards to indicate fear [47]. Tooru et al. used a technique from acting

called Laban Movement analysis [26], which conveys affect through features relat-

ing to weight, space, and time. One study on the Roomba robot showed that even

without a humanoid form, acceleration and curvature can contribute to impressions

of valence [48].

What we notice is that there are two aspects at play: configuration of the body,

i.e. pose, and movement over time. Although both contribute to the impression of

emotion, we focus on the movement of the humanoid in this thesis.
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3.1.2 Vocal expression
Emotional voice synthesis typically involves modulating neutral speech to make it

more expressive. Specifically, one would vary a text-to-speech (TTS) system’s vocal

characteristics such as pitch, amplitude and speech rate. Kismet modulates fifteen

“vocal affect parameters,” which can be grouped into pitch, timing, voice quality and

articulation aspects [47]. iCat uses a similar scheme with the EmoFilt [27] synthesis

system. Part of the work is mapping these perceptual features onto the parameters of

the TTS system (such as DECTalk for Kismet.)

After mapping, these perceptual features are modulated according to results of

studies on vocal emotions. For instance, fear typically manifests with fast speech

rate, high pitch, wide pitch range, and irregular voicing. Sorrow is slower, lower in

pitch, with a narrow pitch range and resonant voicing. Comprehensive tables can be

found in [51] [49], for example. The feature listings are typically exhaustive rather

than parsimonious, and in this thesis we search for the most economical subset of

features for use with our emotional robot design.

3.1.3 Musical expression
In the field of music robotics, a few studies modulate parameters known to be im-

portant in emotional expression through music. Ogata et al. [38] developed a violin

playing machine which could change timbre according to adjectives such as “moist”

or “dry”. Solis et al. [39] developed an expressive flute-playing robot, which learned

parameters such as note length and vibrato based on a human flutist’s performance.

Nakano and Goto extracted the vocal [40] and facial expression from a famous singer,

and later reproduced the performance on the hyper-realistic android HRP-4C. Lim et

al. [41] used a programming by playing approach to transfer expression from a hu-

man flute player’s performance to a robot thereminist. Robots such as Shimon, the

marimba playing robot [32] and the trumpet playing robot from Toyota move their

bodies in order to add expression [42]. On the other hand, no experiments have yet

been conducted to assess the emotional communication between music robots and

humans.
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3.2 Analysis of emotions for robots
Secondly, robots should not only express, but also analyze emotions in the world

around them. While emotional expression has been often attempted in robotics, anal-

ysis of emotions – that is, in a real-time, embodied setting – has been less studied.

Here, we refer to analysis of emotions instead of recognition of emotions, as the latter

of which implies that emotions can be classified into discrete classes. The question

of discrete versus continuous emotion is further discussed in Sec. 3.3.

A few robot systems perform emotional analysis. Kismet [47] used an indirect

approach to analyze the emotional content of interlocutor voices. First, it classified

voices into one of 5 categories (approval, prohibition, comfort, attention and neutral)

using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) trained on 12 features. These categories

were then mapped by hand onto affective dimensions of arousal, valence, and stance

(called an [A, V, S] trio). For instance, approval was mapped to medium high arousal,

high positive valence, and an approaching stance. These [A, V, S] values in turn were

fed into Kismet’s emotional system to produce an appropriate social response. Neu-

robaby [31] was a simulated infant that responded to changes in voice, using a neural

network to detect one of four emotional states, and a robotic hand interface that de-

tected intensity. Although robots reacting to emotional movements is still an open

topic, Mancini et al. [75], created a real-time system to detect emotion from videos of

dancers by tracking just several features such as extent. Common difficulties include

the real-time factor, adaptation to speaker, context, and frame size.

The current approaches for emotional analysis still have room for improvement.

State of the art emotion recognition systems in voice and music (e.g. [49] [53] [52])

typically use the a feature-classification approach: first, high-dimensional vectors

of low-level features such as f0, MFCCs, spectral flux, decibel power are extracted

from the audio signal; then, a classifier is used for training and classification. For

example, Tahon et al. recently studied a dataset of children and elderly interacting

with a robot [28]. Their results show that a GMM trained on the features of one

corpus could not be used to reliably detect emotions in the other. This generalization

problem has been touched on in music information retrieval as well. The review

in [29] suggests that this high dimensional approach has reached a glass ceiling, and

new approaches involving higher level processing are needed.
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3.3 Emotion representation for robots
Finally, a robot should keep track of its internal affective state using an emotion rep-

resentation. As we have seen, it would be possible to create an “emotional” robot

by assembling pieces for emotion expression and analysis in a modular fashion. Yet,

what does it mean for a robot to “have” emotions? An emotion representation for the

robot is necessary to tie these systems together and provide it an internal state. Mod-

els of emotion from psychology include categorical models, dimensional models,

and componential models [60].

Categorical models (e.g. [20]) of emotion presume that the emotional state can

be classified into any one of several discrete classes. These models use labels such

as happiness and sadness, and is the most straightforward way to represent emotions.

On the other hand, this representation fails to take into account the fact that emotions

may be subtle and continuous, or as Fellous puts it, “wax and wane over time” [54].

Indeed, this is the case for music, which may transition smoothly from conveying

one emotion to another.

A more common approach is called the dimensional model. The most famous

representation is Russell’s circumplex model of affect [55], which represents emotion

along two axes: arousal and valence. The arousal dimension is continuous from

relaxed to aroused, and valence axis from unpleasant to pleasant. Similar models

exist, such as the 3-dimensional emotional space (PAD) [56] which adds a dominance

dimension, a 4-dimensional space with expectation [57]. Breazeal’s Kismet used a

variant of PAD to continuously model the robot’s internal emotional state.

A third class of models are componential models. These are based on appraisal

theory described in Sec. 2.1, such as the OCC model of emotion [30]. It has been

used for emotion synthesis in virtual characters, in which a complex set of conditions

lead to 22 possible emotion categories. As stated in Chapter 2, cognitive appraisal is

not the target of this research.

3.4 Why a new emotional design for robots?
Humanoid robots are polyvalent, and thus are perfect platforms for synthesizing the

work from these specialized, disparate domains. Kismet is one of the few robots

that attempt to tie together these three aspects into a unified framework. Based on
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its example and the studies above, we can list the requirements for a new design of

robot emotions, well-summarized in a recent review of emotion/affect models [60]:

“Despite the existence of diverse affect models, the search for an (1) opti-

mal low-dimensional representation of affect, (2) for analysis and synthe-

sis, and (3) for each modality or cue, remains open.” (our emphasis and

numbering).

In other words, our challenge is to design a unifying framework that is simple,

bidirectional, and modality-independent. We should avoid engineering a complex

network of interlinked modules, and keep our representation as low-dimensional as

possible. We should aim for a model that can be used for both recognition and

synthesis, i.e. bidirectional, instead of relying on a different system for each. Finally,

we should use the same framework for multiple modalities; for example, it may be

possible to learn emotional characteristics from speech and apply them to music.

These three requirements are at the core of our proposed DESIRE model described

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 Our Approach: The DESIRE Model
We propose a representation of emotion through the parameters of speed, intensity,

regularity and extent. For short, we call this parameter set DESIRE: Description of
Emotion through Speed, Intensity, Regularity and Extent, or simply SIRE.

4.1 Modality-independent emotional parameters
The rationale of the DESIRE representation stems from common factors across modal-

ities. We refer the reader to key reviews for both emotion recognition and generation

in music, speech, and gesture. For instance, Livingstone et al. provide an excel-

lent up-to-date review of the last half century of research in musical emotion [61].

In speech, Cowie et al. present a review of factors for recognizing or synthesiz-

ing expressive and emotional speech [49]. Emotional gesture has been less studied,

though Pelachaud’s work in animated characters [66] may be the most state-of-the-

art. Amidst a sea of features and modality-specific variables, several factors repeat-

edly resurface, albeit under different names. We found that the most salient factors

for emotion recognition and generation could be clustered perceptually into speed,

intensity, regularity, and extent. The results of our review are summarized in Table

1.

Speed is the most robust feature and has been called speech rate, velocity of

gesture, or tempo. The dichotomy between fast and slow is the simplest way to

distinguish between happy and sad voices, music and gestures. Unfortunately, this

simple distinction often confuses happiness with anger or fear, which is why other

features are needed.

Intensity is another useful feature, which we define as the perceptual distinction

between gradual and abrupt. For instance, anger is often characterized with abrupt

movements or attacked words and musical notes [67] [5]; sad voices, music and

gestures are correlated with low intensity, gradual changes.

Regularity is the perception of smooth versus rough. For example, fear can be in-

dicated in a voice with a breathy voice quality [49], quivering (as opposed to smooth)

gestures, and music with irregular, sporadically played notes.

Extent may be the second most important feature after speed: for gesture, large,

12



Figure 1: Overview of DESIRE emotion framework, in which emotions are repre-

sented only though speed, intensity, regularity, and extent. White boxes show other

input/output types as examples for future work.

expansive movements could be characteristic of happy or (hot) anger. Smaller move-

ments can indicate depression or making oneself small due to fear. In music and

voice, the same effects are observed for loud versus soft.

4.2 The DESIRE Model and Approach for Robot Emotion
Conceptually, DESIRE is a way to represent emotions in the four dimensional space

of speed, intensity, regularity, and extent. For example, “sadness” may be represented

as a point with low speed, low intensity, high regularity and low extent. Furthermore,

this representation can be applied for both synthesis and analysis, as will be shown in

the Experiments section, for multiple modalities. Fig. 1 illustrates how we can both

extract a SIRE representation, and express it through different modalities.

In short, the DESIRE framework is:

1. DESIRE representation, dynamic parameters representing universally accepted

perceptual features relevant to emotion (SIRE). We define them as a 4-tuple of

numbers S, I,R,E ! [0,1].

2. Parameter mappings, between the dynamic parameters and hardware-specific

implementation.

The parameter mappings can be divided into two layers (see Fig. 1):

• Hardware-independent layer: A mapping from DESIRE to perceptual features.

These mappings are those outlined in Table 1.

• Hardware-specific layer: A mapping of perceptual features to a hardware-specific

implementation.

13
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Figure 2: HRP-2 singing robot: platform for gesture to voice experiment

Figure 3: NAO gesturing robot: platform for voice to gesture experiment

Figure 4: NAO thereminist: platform for voice to music experiment

Chapter 5 Implementation of DESIRE on Humanoid
Robots

We have implemented the DESIRE framework on three systems representing three

modalities:

1. Voice: HRP-2 singing with Vocaloid real-time opera synthesizer (Figure 2, used

in [69])
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2. Gesture: NAO1) gesturing robot (Figure 3, reported in [70]).

3. Music: NAO theremin-playing robot (Figure 4, based on [71]).

5.1 Emotional voice using DESIRE
We show here how we implement analysis and generation of emotional voice using

our DESIRE model.

We have tested several hardware-independent mappings:

• Speed: speech rate

• Intensity: voice onset rapidity

• Regularity: voice quality

• Extent: pitch range, loudness

We implement the hardware-dependent mappings as follows.

5.1.1 Analysis of emotional speech waveforms
In this section, we assume an input speech sample x(t) with sample rate fs and length

N. In our experiments, this results from audio files recorded at 16kHz.

Speed is mapped here to speech rate, or more specifically, syllables per second.

One language-agnostic option is to detect speech rate through acoustic features only

(without speech recognition), although the state-of-the-art in this problem still has

about a 26% error rate [62]. For this reason, we manually provide the number of

syllables b for the purposes of this study. We assume that the sentence sample is

clipped at the beginning and end of the utterance, giving us b " fs/N syllables per

second. We note informally that, over a short utterance, a miscalculation of a few

syllables can have a significant influence on the calculated speed between 0 and 1.

Therefore, future work should explore the extent of this practical limitation, for ex-

ample by reliably extracting syllables with an Automatic Speech Recognition system

such as HTK [64], using long utterance frames, and so on.

Intensity is implemented here as voice onset rapidity. More specifically, we find

the power trajectory p(k) of x(t) and calculate its maximum rate of change. The

power is given for every frame k of size n (in our experiments, n = 1024) by:

1) www.aldebaran-robotics.com
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p(k) =
n#1

!
i=0

x(k ·n+ i)2 (1)

and onset rapidity is:

max
k=1,...,N/n

p(k)# p(k#1). (2)

Regularity is mapped here to the inverse of jitter in the voice sample, as jitter has

been related to vocal “roughness” in [65]. Jitter is defined for each utterance as:

1
N#1

N

!
t=1

|x(t)# x(t#1)| (3)

Extent is defined as the range of pitch in the speaker’s voice. We used the

Snack sound toolkit1) implementation of the average magnitude difference function

(AMDF) [63], an autocorrelation function, to extract the utterance’s f0 trajectory,

taking extent as the difference between the lowest f0 and the highest f0.

Scaling was performed in a similar fashion for all of SIRE. Given the minimum

and maximum values for each parameter (experimentally chosen), we linearly scale

to achieve a parameter between 0 and 1. For instance, pitch range was linearly scaled

between a minimum f0 of 40 Hz and a maximum f0 of 255 Hz. In future work, we

should study how this could be adapted to the speaker, for example by defining extent

as the user’s deviation from their pitch average. As for speed, we used a minimum

speech rate of 2 syllables per second and a maximum speech rate of 7 syllables per

second, based on our input set. Similarly, these values should ideally be set according

to context or the speaker’s learned history.

5.1.2 Generation of voice using Vocaloid
We use Yamaha’s Tonio Vocaloid singing synthesis software [72] to output a voice

for our robot. It takes a list of phonemes and note values as input, and can adjust

parameters such as tempo and speed of note onset in real-time. Although meant

for synthetic opera singing, we believe it is more than flexible enough to reproduce

speech utterances. For instance, it has an advantage over typical Text-To-Speech

software since parameters such as pitch, brightness, note attack and delay times are

1) http://www.speech.kth.se/snack/
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Figure 5: Illustration of power envelopes for attacked and legato articulations, taken

from flute samples. Attacked articulations have higher intensity than legato.

readily accessible for each note. Here, we define a note as a syllable-pitch-length

triple. For example, the utterance “I am go-ing to the store” would contain 7 notes.

Defining the pitch and length values of each note is a simple way to add prosody.

Speed is defined here as the inter-onset-interval (IOI) between notes, which is in-

versely proportional to tempo. For instance, 60 BPM is equivalent to IOI = 1000ms.

Given an DESIRE (S, I,R,E), we can calculate the corresponding speech tempo as:

IOI(S) = IOIMIN +(1#S)" (IOIMAX # IOIMIN) (4)

where IOIMAX and IOIMIN correspond respectively to the IOI of the slowest and

fastest speech possible. We also experimentally found these parameters, taking into

account the length of each note, since this can also affect perceived speech rate.

Intensity of speech can be characterized as the articulation of each syllable. A

smooth, low intensity utterance would sound legato, whereas a high intensity utter-

ance, with loud emphasis on every syllable, would sound attacked. Thus, we define

intensity using the concepts of note onset delay. Figure 5 shows an illustration of two

types of notes: attacked and legato. Notice that the delay (time to reach a maximum

volume) for an attacked note is shorter than that of the legato. Like tempo, we have

an inverse relationship: a shorter delay makes a higher intensity. We define delay,

given an intensity I, as:

18



DEL(I) = DELMIN +(1# I)" (DELMAX #DELMIN) (5)

We experimentally set DELMIN to 100 ms and DELMAX to 400 ms. Addition-

ally, we found that changing the decay parameter (the “falloff” time after the note’s

maximum volume has been reached) to match DEL(I) resulted in an attack that was

easier to perceive.

Regularity can be modulated using the Vocaloid breathiness controller: the more

breathy the voice, the less regular. Breathiness, given regularity R, is defined similar

to intensity:

BRE(R) = BREMIN +(1#R)" (BREMAX #BREMIN) (6)

The extent of a human voice could be understood semantically in two ways: the

volume range in decibels, or the f0 range. Some languages have wider or narrower

f0 ranges to accommodate tones; to be as general as possible, we assign range to

volume, though f0 range could be interesting to explore in the future. Due to our use

of MIDI for sending Vocaloid parameters, we send this as the volume in the MIDI

message range [0,127] along with NOTE ON messages.

VOL(E) = E "127 (7)

5.2 Emotional gesture using DESIRE
Similarly, we have implemented systems for both analysis and generation of gesture.

One example application for emotional gesture analysis is to track a conductor who

uses his/her body to convey emotion to an orchestra.

5.2.1 Analysis of emotional gesture using 3D hand tracking
Our first step is to extract a DESIRE representation from human gesture. In prac-

tice, we use the Microsoft Kinect, a color and depth sensor, to extract the pose of a

human’s body in 3-dimensional space. We simply use the OpenNI library to extract

the (x,y,z) positions of the human’s left and right hands over a time sequence. Our

DESIRE values (S, I,R,E) are calculated as follows.

Speed is calculated as the average rate of change in hand position from frame to
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frame. Let (xL( f ),yL( f ),zL( f )) = HL( f ) be the left hand’s position in R3 at frame

f , and (xR( f ),yR( f ),zR( f )) = HR( f ) be the right hand’s position at frame f . Then

we can calculate velocity as the Euclidean distance divided by the time t elapsed

between two subsequent frames, f #1 and f .

VR( f ) =
||HR( f )#HR( f #1)||2

t f # t f#1
(8)

VL( f ) =
||HL( f )#HL( f #1)||2

t f # t f#1
(9)

Next, we find the maximum velocity of either hand achieved over the last k

frames,

VMAX(k)( f ) = max
i!{ f ,..., f#k}

max
h!{L,R}

Vh(i) (10)

Finally, we set the speed to be the maximum velocity over the last k frames,

normalized by a maximum velocity VMAX of a human hand movement, found exper-

imentally. For experiments, we set this to VMAX = 5m/s.

Sk( f ) =VMAX(k)( f )/VMAX (11)

Intensity is defined as the acceleration of the hands. Acceleration is found in the

same manner as velocity; maximum acceleration over the last k frames AMAX(k)( f )

is calculated by replacing HR( f ) and HL( f ) in Equation (8) and Equation (9) with

VR( f ) and VL( f ), respectively.

We then define intensity as the normalized acceleration. Experimentally, we set

AMAX = 50m/s2

Ik( f ) = AMAX(k)( f )/AMAX (12)

Regularity may be defined as the movement correlation between the hands (i.e.,

higher regularity when the hands are moving synchronously) or the smoothness of

the trajectory. This parameter has not been implemented in our experiments, but we

refer the reader to the implementation in [75], in which a similar directness parameter

is used.

Extent is defined as the Euclidean distance between the two hands for a given
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frame f , which we call extent E( f ), normalized by the maximum distance when

hands are spread apart, EMAX , also found experimentally. This also could have been

defined differently, such as maximum 3D volume taken by the human’s pose. For

our experiments, we define it simply as the extent between the two hands:

E( f ) = ||HL( f )#HR( f )||2 (13)

Rk( f ) = EMAX(k)( f )/EMAX (14)

5.2.2 Generation of gesture on NAO humanoid
In this section we describe how we implement the perception of speed, intensity,

regularity and extent on the NAO humanoid robot.

In our implementation, a gesture is considered here as a simple motion from a

“base posture” p0 to an “extended posture” p1 and back to the “base posture” to be

achieved at three target times t0, t1, t2 (Figure 6). Intuitively, speed S is mapped by

performing a simple linear down-scaling of times t1 and t2 (e.g., see Algorithm 1,

lines 4-5). Intensity I is modulated by bringing the start position and middle position

times temporally closer together, effectively increasing the relative acceleration to

reach the middle position (e.g., Algorithm 1, line 4). Regularity R is implemented

either as joint phase shift and directness, which can be thought of as temporal and

spatial regularity respectively; for arms, a more irregular movement is created by

temporally “shifting” one of the arm movements (Algorithm 2, line 3), and for the

head, an irregular movement is created by adding side-to-side movement (Algorithm

3, lines 1-3). The amount of side-to-side movement "s1, "s2 is determined by a ran-

dom variable taken from a normal distribution with variance inversely proportional

to R. In other words, we give more chance to creating a highly irregular movement

for low values of R. Finally, extent is calculated by updating the effector’s extended

position, scaling it linearly between the base and extended positions depending on

the value of E (e.g., Algorithm 1, line 2).

Formally, we define gestures for three of NAO’s end effectors: the head, left arm,

and right arm.

Let us define the arm gesture ((p0, p1),(t0, t1, t2)), where p0 is the base position
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Figure 6: Timeline of an arm gesture.

Figure 7: Arm base position.

of the hand in 3D, p1 the extended position of the gesture, and t0, t1 and t2 are the

times in seconds at which the base, extended, and base positions are to be reached,

respectively. We say that m is the minimum time needed for the robot to change

position from p0 to p1 safely. We find a temporal offset "t using r, a maximum time

length used to offset joint movements.

We define the head movement ((#0,#1),(t0, t1, t2)) where #0 is the base configu-

ration (pitch and yaw values) of the head, and #1 the extended posture. For the head,

we find "s1 and "s2, spatial offsets for the base and extended yaw values, taken from

a normal distribution with variance proportional to $ = (1#R).

The mappings for the left and right arms, and the head, are outlined in Algorithm

1, 2 and 3.

5.3 Emotional music using DESIRE
Our work also includes testing the ability of DESIRE to generate emotional music.

Analysis of music has not been tested at the time of writing. Instead, we discuss anal-
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Algorithm 1 MAPSIRE
!
GNAO,left arm

"

Require: (S, I,R,E) ! [0,1]4

Require: p0, p1,! R3

Require: t0 $ t1 $ t2 ! R
Ensure: gout .t1,gout .t2 % m

1: gout .p0 = p0

2: gout .p1 = p0 +E · (p1# p0)

3: gout .t0 = t0
4: gout .t1 = max((1#S) · I · t1,m)

5: gout .t2 = max((1#S) · t2,m)

6: return gout

Algorithm 2 MAPSIRE
!
GNAO,right arm

"

Require: (S, I,R,E) ! [0,1]4

Require: p0, p1,! R3

Require: t0 $ t1 $ t2 ! R
Ensure: gout .t1,gout .t2 % m

1: gout .p0 = p0

2: gout .p1 = p0 +E · (p1# p0)

3: "t = (1#R) · r
4: gout .t0 = "t + t0
5: gout .t1 = "t +max((1#S) · I · t1,m)

6: gout .t2 = "t +max((1#S) · t2,m)

7: return gout
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Algorithm 3 MAPSIRE
!
GNAO,head

"

Require: (S, I,R,E) ! [0,1]4

Require: #0,#1 ! [0,%/2]& [0,%]
Require: t0 $ t1 $ t2 ! R
Ensure: gout .t1,gout .t2 % m

1: "s1,"s2 'N0,$

2: gout .#0 = (#0.pitch,#0.yaw+"s1)

3: gout .#1 = (#0.pitch+(1#S) ·E · (#1.pitch##0.pitch),#0.yaw+"s2)

4: gout .t0 = t0
5: gout .t1 = max((1#S) · I · t1,m)

6: gout .t2 = max((1#S) · t2,m)

7: return gout

Figure 8: Arm extended posture.

Figure 9: Head start position.

ysis of expressive music in a programming by playing system is discussed in [41],

and we give some insight into mappings with the analysis of a human thereminist

playing in five expressive styles.

The target instrument for our music experiments is the theremin. The theremin is

an electronic instrument with two antennas: a vertical one for pitch and a horizontal
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Figure 10: Head extended posture.

one for volume. A theremin player can change the pitch and volume by moving their

hands closer to or farther from the antenna. Due to its non-linear pitch dynamics, it

is a difficult instrument to master.

5.3.1 Analysis of music played by humans
We asked a semi-professional thereminist to play a scale in each of neutral, happy,

sad, angry and fear styles. The characteristics of each style can be described qualita-

tively as follows.

• Neutral: Even notes; the volume did not change (Fig. 11 (a))

• Sad/wistful: A bit of vibrato, legato (Fig. 11 (b))

• Happy/fun: Fast, lots of short volume bursts (Fig. 11 (c))

• Angry: Plenty of vibrato and loud, attacked (Fig. 11 (d))

• Fearful: Plenty of vibrato, quiet (Fig. 11 (e))

Interestingly, his face and pose changed before each performance, which gives

evidence to the synchronous aspect of emotion as defined in Section 2.1.

Based on the thereminist’s feedback, we propose mappings as follows:

• Speed: tempo

• Intensity: attack speed

• Regularity: vibrato rate

• Extent: variance of volume

5.3.2 Generation of emotional music played by robot thereminist
We implement a theremin player module on the NAO humanoid from Aldebaran

Robotics. The NAO robot first calibrates itself with the theremin’s pitch by record-

ing a sweep of points with its right arm (4-DOF) and performing pitch detection

using subharmonic summation [79]. Along with a relatively long frame width of

8192 samples, we found the detection was robust to the noise from NAO’s head-
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mounted microphones. Once pitch detection is complete, one of two interpolations

methods [71] can be used to retrieve the pose corresponding to a particular pitch:

1) parametric interpolation requiring approximately 12 recording points, and 2) a

look-up table with linear interpolation between points, needing approximately 50-70

recording points.

In our experiments, we controlled the NAO’s play using concepts from our pre-

vious implementations in gesture and voice.

Speed is modulated in a similar way to the IOI of Vocaloid in Section 5.1.2. The

higher the speed, the shorter the IOI.

Intensity is implemented in the same way as intensity for the NAO gesturer as

described in Section 5.2.2. The effector is the left (volume-controlling) hand. The

base position is set to zero volume, that is, the hand is close to the volume antenna.

The extended position is set to the maximum volume, approximately 20cm away

from the antenna. The perceptual result is that higher intensity sounds like a faster

rise in power.

Regularity is also modulated using the gestural concepts from Section 5.2.2 to

temporally offset each gesture (in this case, one gesture is equivalent to a note onset).

As described with the head effector, we determine the offset by defining a random

variable taken from a normal distribution with variance inversely proportional to R.

Instead of using this offset value for spatial offset, we use it to temporally offset the

note before or after the onset time.

Extent changes the maximum volume of NAO’s play, similar to extent in NAO

gesturer. This affects the location of the extended position defined for intensity.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

Figure 11: (a) Neutral (b) Happy (c) Sad or wistful (d) Angry (e) Fearful
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Chapter 6 Evaluation of Model and Mappings
We use these systems to evaluate the DESIRE framework based on the requirements

in Section 3.4.

6.1 The DESIRE Emotion Transfer System
The DESIRE model is best evaluated by developing an emotion transfer system. This

means that SIRE parameters are extracted from one modality and are used to generate

emotional expressions in another. In each of three experiments, we extract a DESIRE

from human portrayals of emotion, and use that DESIRE to generate robot portrayals

in a different modality. Both the source and generated portrayals are then evaluated

by human raters. If both the source and generated portrayals are rated as the same

emotion, then we can say that DESIRE is sufficient to represent that emotion across

the two modalities.

Using this emotion transfer system as a research paradigm, we wish to answer

the following research questions:

• Q1: Does the same emotion in two different modalities have the same underly-

ing form?

• Q2: Can DESIRE capture that form?

• Q3: If so, what are the DESIRE values and recognition rates for each emotion?

• Q4: How well do the implementations (described in Sec. Chapter 5) map to the

SIRE parameters?

• Q5: What is the effect of using DESIRE to control multiple modalities simulta-

neously?

We performed a pilot study and four experiments to address these questions. They

are as follows.

• A Pilot Study: Gesture to Voice via SIE. A pilot experiment using only 3

parameters of speed, intensity, extent (SIE) from human gesture to synthesized

voice (Q1-Q3)
• Experiment 1: Evaluation of SIRE perceptual mappings. Testing parameter

mappings for gesture through perceptual surveys (Q4)
• Experiment 2: Voice to Gesture via SIRE. Testing all 4 SIRE parameters from
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Figure 12: Body pose estimation using the Kinect 3D sensor.

Figure 13: Prosody for the utterance.

emotional voice to robot gesture (Q1-Q3)
• Experiment 3: Voice to Music via SIRE. Testing all 4 SIRE parameters from

emotional voice to theremin-playing robot (Q1-Q3)
• Experiment 4: Multi-modal expression of emotion. Testing the combination

of robot voice and gesture (Q5)

6.2 A Pilot Study: Gesture to Voice via SIE
We asked four naive students (3 male and 1 female) from Kyoto University to gener-

ate gestural portrayals of happiness, sadness, anger and fear in front of a 3D sensor.

Each emotion was to be acted for around 5-10 seconds and their anonymized ges-

tures recorded with a standard video camera (as in Fig. 12). The participants were

not professional actors, but scenarios were provided to help elicit a desired emotion

(e.g., “You have just won the lottery. Convey your happiness to the robot”).

The body pose in 3D was detected as in Fig. 12, and the maximum speed, ac-

celeration and extent of the participants’ hands were extracted for each performance.

Our program converted these values to SIE by linearly scaling them between 0 and

1 based on maximum speed, acceleration and distance, respectively. The minimum

and maximum values were experimentally set prior to the experiment.

As output, the Vocaloid [72] synthesized male opera singer, Tonio was used. We

chose a neutral utterance string: “I’m going to the store. Do you want anything?”.
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Table 2: Pilot study parameter mappings

Gesture mapping Parameter Voice mapping

Hand Velocity Speed Tempo
Hand Acceleration Intensity Attack (onset delay)
Inter-hand Distance Extent Volume

The phrase was given the hand-made prosody as shown in Fig. 13 to add naturalness.

Then, the extracted SIE triples were given as input to the voice module as per Table

2. The vocal utterances were recorded as videos with the robot head and shoulders

in the frame, as in Fig. 2.

The 16 human gesture videos and corresponding 16 robot voice videos were up-

loaded to the Internet in the form of an anonymous survey. Rating was performed in

a forced-choice manner; according to [73], forced-choice judgments give results sim-

ilar to free-labeling judgments when evaluators attempt to decode the intended emo-

tional expression. After watching a video of either a human or speaking robot, the

evaluator was asked to select the emotion most conveyed, among happiness, anger,

sadness and fear. An average of 9 evaluations for each display of emotion, and 37

for each emotion class were collected for this pilot study.

Results and discussion The results of the emotion evaluations can be visualized

in the confusion matrices in Fig. 14. The visualized confusion matrix here can be

thought of as a distribution of perceived emotion for a given portrayal class. The

intended emotion is shown in the titles, and the average percentage of raters that

selected each emotion are given along the dimensional axes. For instance, Fig. 14-

1a shows that human portrayals of happiness through gesture were recognized on

average by raters as happiness by 53% of raters, anger by 22%, sadness by 13%

and fear by 13%. In this way, the graphs can also be interpreted as componential

representations of emotion portrayals.

We look in particular for similar distribution shapes in each column – this would

indicate a similar perceived emotion for both input gesture and output voice. For

instance, the voice generated using the same SIE values as Fig. 14-1a was rated

as happiness by 58% of raters, anger by 20%, sadness by 16%, and fear by 7%,
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Figure 14: Pilot study: Visualization of confusion matrices for gesture and voice.

Intended emotion is shown in the titles, and the average percentage of raters that se-

lected each emotion are given along the dimensional axes. Pointed triangles indicate

that the one emotion was greatly perceived on average. Similar shapes for a given

number indicate similar perceived emotion for both input gesture and output voice.

as shown in Fig. 14-1b. This large overlap, plus the result significantly over chance

(25%) suggests that SIE indeed was sufficient for transferring happiness from gesture

to voice.

The reasons why the acted emotions were not perfectly recognized may be better

interpreted upon analyzing the gestural portrayals in a qualitative manner.

Fear was extremely well-recognized for human gesture portrayals, but not for

transferred voice. Gestural portrayals included pulling back in fear sporadically, arms

clutched to chest or to their sides. Two possibilities are possible: pose may have had

a great effect on the understood emotion, which could not be transferred to the voice,

or the SIE parameters are not sufficient for transferring this emotion.

Anger was portrayed by two participants in a prototypical manner – balled fists,

gestures as if hitting a table, and approaching the camera. Interestingly, these were

sometimes confused with sadness, presumably looking similar to outbursts of grief.

On the other hand, one participant shook a finger at the camera, and this was rec-

ognized by 100% of raters as anger. The next well-recognized was a portrayal that

fluctuated between what would be considered “cold anger” (a ‘stern’ forward-facing
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pose with one arm crossed and the other hand to the chin), and outbursts of both arms

forward in a open-handed, questioning pose.

Sadness portrayals contained prototypical hunched shoulders, hanging arms, and

relatively low energy for two participants. The hand-to-chin gesture appeared again,

which was perceived by 60% of raters as sad, but by 30% as anger. This gives an

indication that sadness and anger may look similar when not distinguishing between

hot and cold anger. Two of the more dramatic participants showed sadness with both

hands to head, and bending at the waist in pain, which were more easily recognized

by the raters.

Happiness was an interesting case, as only participant made huge, prototypical

jumping for happiness. Another participant danced, another one made gestures to

the sky in thankfulness, and the last shook her arms to the side in excitement while

running in place. Interestingly, the dancing portrayal was most well recognized by

raters, not the “jumping for joy”. In fact, many raters watching the “jumping for joy”

silhouette mistook it as anger. The gestures toward the sky were often perceived as

grief or sadness; and shaking arms was interpreted by half of respondents as anger.

This discussion allows us to draw three observations:

1. Happiness, sadness and anger were transferred despite the varied gestural inter-

pretations for each emotion (e.g., jumping for joy and dancing, or fist pounding

and finger wagging). Their recognition rates were all greater than chance, with

the exception of fear.

2. Fear was not well transferred. We note that the irregular, sporadic backwards

movements in fear portrayals could not be captured solely through speed, inten-

sity, and range, which is one reason why we add the Regularity parameter to the

remaining experiments.

3. Source gestures (without contextual, facial, or vocal information) are not per-

fectly recognized, and for good reason as discussed in the qualitative analysis

above. Firstly, this underlines the importance of multimodal redundancy. Sec-

ondly, this suggests that studies should not aim at perceiving one “correct” trans-

ferred emotion at high rates, but also focus on the distribution of recognition, as

in Fig. 14. For instance, if a gesture is rated as 50% angry looking and 50%

happy, the vocal output should best also be 50% angry and 50% happy.
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Table 3: Recognition of high-low mappings of SIRE parameters, for arm gesture

(AG) and head nod (HN) and average difficulty from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult)

Parameter % AG Difficulty % HN Difficulty

Speed 100 1.3 100 1.4
Intensity 86 2 93 2
Regularity 93 1.7 86 1.9
Extent 97 1.6 100 1.4

6.3 Experiment 1: Evaluation of SIRE perceptual mappings
In this experiment, our goal was to verify that our SIRE mappings agree with eval-

uators’ perceptions of speed, intensity, regularity and extent (Q1). We recruited 29

self-reported native English speakers through the Internet, 79% male and 21% fe-

male, and asked them to rate videos of robot gestures generated by modulating each

SIRE parameter independently. For each of S, I,R,E respectively, we compared the

values 0.1 and 0.9 while keeping the other parameters constant at 0.5, with the ex-

ception of regularity, which was kept constant at 0.9 to avoid random perturbations.

Two gestures were tested: a head nodding movement, and an extension movement of

the arms.

Each participant was asked to compare a total of eight pairs of videos – four for

head-nodding, four for arm gestures. Depending on the parameter being compared,

the participant was asked to choose one of the two videos (e.g., comparing a head

nod at extent 0.1 and 0.9):

• Which has higher speed?

• Which is more intense?

• Which is more regular?

• Which has larger extent?

Following each question, the participant was asked to rate the difficulty of the

question on a 5-point Likert scale: very easy, somewhat easy, neutral, somewhat

difficult, very difficult. Evaluators could freely give comments on each choice, and

had no time limit.

Results and discussion. As Table 3 shows, the mappings as described agree
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with raters’ perceptions at more than 86% in all cases. The prototypical features of

Speed and Extent are the most easily recognized. This is shown by the nearly perfect

recognition rates and subjective evaluation of “very easy” to distinguish. Intensity

and regularity are slightly less recognized, but still more than 86% of raters were

still able to tell the difference between “low intensity” and “high intensity”, as well

as “irregular” and “regular”, with an average rating of “somewhat easy”. One ex-

planation for the lower ratings of regularity and intensity may have been the choice

of wording. According to rater comments, the feeling of “intensity” could also be

given in a slow, purposeful stare or movement. This suggests that future tests should

use unambiguous words to describe the dimension, such as gradual vs. abrupt. The

word “regular” was also understood as “normal” by at least one evaluator. This is

a problem when evaluating motions using one axis only; they look “robotic” rather

than “normal”. In this case, the addition of irregularity could make the movement

look more human-like, and therefore more “regular”. Like intensity, we suggest to

use another description to evaluate regularity, like smooth vs. rough.

6.4 Experiment 2: Voice to Gesture via SIRE
We recruited 20 normal-sighted evaluators from Kyoto University Graduate School

of Informatics. The participants were males of Japanese nationality, ranging in age

from 21-61 (mean=27.1, stdev=8.9).

As input, we used 16 audio samples taken from the Berlin Database of Emotional

Speech1), which is a database of emotional speech recorded by professional German

actors. Each sample was a normalized wave file at 16kHz, 1.5 to 3.9 seconds long,

all of the same sentence. Four samples each of happiness, sadness, fear, and anger

were used, all with recognition rates of 80% or higher by German evaluators.

Given SIRE values extracted from these audio samples as per Table 3, we gener-

ated 16 movement sequences using a simulated NAO shown on a projected screen.

A full description of implementation can be found in [70]. Only one type of gesture

was used (an extension of both arms in front of the robot), repeated four times in se-

ries for each sequence. The sequences were shown in a random order to participants

1) http://pascal.kgw.tu-berlin.de/emodb/
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Table 4: Experiment 2 parameter mappings

Voice mapping Parameter Gesture mapping

Syllable rate Speed Arm velocity
Voice onset rapidity Intensity Arm acceleration

Jitter Regularity Inter-arm phase shift
Pitch range Extent Gesture extent

Figure 15: Experiment 2: Visualization of confusion matrices for voice and gesture.

Similar shapes for a column indicate similar perceived emotion for both input voice

and output gesture.

in a classroom. After each sequence, the participants were given 5 seconds to choose

one of happiness, sadness, anger, or fear in a forced-choice questionnaire.

Results and discussion Fig. 15 shows the confusion matrices for emotional voice

and gesture. Ratings of the German voices is taken from the result of a stationary,

speaking robot outlined in [70]. We find that the recognition rates for all emotions

are significantly greater than chance (25%), suggesting that the DESIRE framework

indeed converts the source vocal emotion to the same emotion in gesture. On the

other hand, we can see that happiness (Fig. 15-1b) was not clearly distinguished from

anger. Further work in [70] suggested interaction with a pose cue: the immobile head

of the robot. When compared with portrayals with a moving robot head, the staring,

forward-facing head of the robot was significantly rated more often as anger.
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Table 5: Experiment 3 parameter mappings

Voice mapping Parameter Music mapping

Syllable rate Speed Tempo
Voice onset rapidity Intensity Note onset rapidity

Jitter Regularity Note timing offset
Pitch range Extent Maximum volume

6.5 Experiment 3: Voice to Music via SIRE
Thirty-four participants were recruited over the Internet without respect to cultural

or musical background. Average age was 33.2, stddev=12.2. Eight speech files (2 for

each emotion) from the set of those used in Experiment 2 were used as input. Self-

reported musical experience shown that 35% of raters had no musical experience,

38% were beginner level, 21% intermediate level, and 6% expert.

The output was generated by the NAO robot playing the theremin with the param-

eter mappings as shown in Table 5. The robot’s right arm was set to control the pitch

at 415Hz. To avoid bias based on song mode (e.g. major or minor), the robot played

a simple sequence of quarter notes at the same pitch. This is a standard evaluation

method used also in [59]. The left arm of the robot controlled the note volume, which

started, shaped and ended the notes. The sounds of the theremin were recorded as

sound files and uploaded to the internet in the form of anonymous survey.

Raters were first asked to calibrate their headphones or speakers so that they could

hear the loudest and quietest samples comfortably. They were then asked to rate the

sounds produced by the NAO thereminist in a forced-choice response. No image was

provided.

Results and discussion The results of the music experiment are shown in Fig. 7

in the usual confusion matrix visualization format. We can see that the effectiveness

of DESIRE using the theremin modality is limited compared to speech and gesture.

In particular, happiness and anger could not be reliably expressed. One reason for

this may be the theremin sound itself. The theremin is often used for science fic-

tion or horror films due to its eerie timbre, or for romantic, wistful songs such as

Rachmaninoff’s Vocalise. We find that overall, the evaluations of this modality were
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Figure 16: Experiment 3: Visualization of confusion matrices for voice and music.

Similar shapes for a column indicate similar perceived emotion for both input voice

and output music.

skewed towards 34% sadness and 32% fear, whereas only 16% and 19% of all por-

trayals were perceived as happiness or anger, respectively.

Another reason may be the maximum speed of the theremin – unlike instruments

such as piano or flute, the theremin cannot change notes quickly without the sounds

becoming indistinct. The results are thus inconclusive as to whether the emotions

were maintained across voice to music, as the modality itself may have an over-

whelmingly large influence. On the other hand, if our main purpose is a music

robot that can play slow, emotion-laden music as opposed to a virtuoso performance,

we find that there are SIRE parameters which 62% of raters recognize as sadness:

S=0.12, I=0.44, R=0.72, and E=0.42. In addition, the SIRE parameters of S=0.95,

I=1.0, R=0.13, E=0.37 produced a performance recognized as fear by 53% of eval-

uators. In experiment 2, these same SIRE parameters produced gestures that were

recognized as sadness at 76% and fear at 65%. These results, coupled with the fact

that the source of these parameters were sad and fear voices, suggest that emotions

can be captured through SIRE across three modalities. Further experiments with a

more versatile musical instrument such as piano are needed to confirm the effective-

ness for happiness and anger.

Use of the theremin robot also highlighted the difficulties of robot platforms
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over computer-based music generation. For instance, for portrayals where inten-

sity was high, the robot swayed to absorb the impact of a fast attack. Though not

easily perceptible by ear, post-experiment analysis of the theremin sound showed a

slight difference in the sound’s spectral envelope. In physical robot gesture experi-

ments in [70], the movement of motors induced sounds that some raters commented

sounded “sad”. Strong movements also caused residual vibration, which could look

like a shivering or fearful effect. Additionally, the maximum speed of the robot mo-

tors limit the fastest movements it can make; the maximum arm speed of the robot

was limited such that it would not fall over after an intense gesture. Although all

efforts were made to reduce the effects of using a real robot on the perceptual exper-

iments, we outline them here as precautions for future experiments.

6.6 Experiment 4: Multi-modal expression of emotion
In this experiment, we assessed the usefulness of the DESIRE system for multi-

modal emotional expression. We compare the emotion recognition of 1) a humanoid

playing a voice only with 2) a humanoid playing a voice and performing the associ-

ated DESIRE motion. Additionally, as opposed to Experiment 2 in which only one

type of arm gesture was used, here we test two different arm gestures and head mo-

tion. Our hypothesis is that adding motion will increase recognition of emotions, or

make the impression of the emotion stronger over voice only.

We recruited 21 evaluators with normal (or corrected to normal) vision and hear-

ing from Kyoto University Graduate School of Informatics. The participants were

male, ranging in age from 21-27 (mean=24.5, stdev=4.1). This experiment was per-

formed with a NAO robot placed on a table as shown in Fig. 17. The robot was

programmed to generate a head movement and a randomly chosen arm gesture (ei-

ther both arms extending forward, or raising one hand while lowering the other). The

gesture dynamics were generated using the SIRE values extracted offline from the 16

utterances described in Experiment 2.

We presented the participants with two robot conditions.

• Condition 1: Voice only. The robot stayed still in a neutral position (Fig. 17)

while the vocal utterance was played through the 2 speakers in the robot’s head.

• Condition 2: Voice + Motion. The robot moved according to the SIRE parame-
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Figure 17: Experimental setup for experiment 4, position of robot during voice-only

condition.

ters found from the vocal utterance playing simultaneously through its speakers.

Given the 16 utterances, 32 robot sequences were generated given the two condi-

tions. Evaluators were given 5 seconds after each sequence to choose the one emo-

tion (happiness, sadness, anger, and fear) they thought the robot was conveying the

most. Additionally, they rated the difficulty in understanding the robot’s conveyed

emotion, using a 4-point Lickert scale ranging from “easy to understand” to “hard to

understand”.

Results and discussion. In this experiment, we explore the result of expressing

two modalities using the same DESIRE. Since we saw in Experiment 2 that motion

was generally less recognized than voice, the expected result is that adding motion

would not improve recognition compared to voice. This was the case for happi-

ness, sadness and anger (Fig. 6). On the contrary, for the emotion that was the

most difficult to recognize through voice only–fear–the addition of motion increased

recognition from 49% to 55%. This may be explained by the fact that, according to

evaluator comments, vocal expressions of fear and sadness were both gave a nega-
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Figure 18: Experiment 4: Comparison of ease of understanding, from difficult (1) to

easy (4), for correctly recognized samples.

tive impression, and were easily confused between each other. However, we note that

fear movements differ greatly from sadness along the speed dimension, which may

explain this increase in perceptual separation.

Next, we compare the evaluator’s ratings for “ease of understanding”, i.e., how

clearly was the emotion expressed? Intuitively, this is the factor we wish to increase

by compounding modalities. For a given rater, when the sample was recognized

correctly for both voice and voice+motion, we compared the rater’s ease of under-

standing for the two sequences.

In Fig. 18, we notice that anger was better understood when the robot was still

than when the robot was moving. This could be due to the choice of “neutral” stance

during the voice-only condition; the robot was staring straight forward, with hands

closed. A maintained stare has been found to be a sign of hostility or anger for

both people and animals [80] [81]. On the contrary, the movements generated in

our experiment included head movements that turned left and right when regularity

was low (R was less than 0.2 in all anger samples). This suggests that to provide

reliable anger movements 1) regularity should not be implemented with left-to-right

spatial movement, but perhaps using temporal regularity instead or 2) the head should

remain still (i.e., only arm gestures should be used). Experiment 2 gives further

evidence to this hypothesis, because recognition of anger was relatively high, and
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the samples only used arm movements. This also suggests that a humanoid that

maintains a forward-facing stare may be more easily viewed as angry, which could

have general implications in HRI as to how robots are perceived.

We also see that in Fig. 18 that happiness in particular was more clearly portrayed

through voice+motion than through voice only. This may be explained by the fact

that the neutral position pose of a stationary robot is quite different from the energetic

portrayals of happiness that typically accompany happy voices. This suggests that the

use of a DESIRE-laden gesture may be most useful for humanoids to portray joy.
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Table 6: Gestural sequences with agreement among evaluators and their correspond-

ing SIRE values.

Emotion Human voice (%) Robot gesture (%) Robot music (%) S I R E

Happiness 43 62 6 0.72 0.2 0.22 0.73
Sadness 95 76 76 0.12 0.44 0.72 0.42
Anger 95 86 27 0.71 0.46 0.04 0.73
Fear 33 43 53 0.95 1 0.13 0.37

Chapter 7 Outlook and conclusions
The results of our experiments give a promising outlook for the DESIRE framework

for both analyzing and generating recognizable emotions. We can respond to the

research questions stated in Chapter 6.

• (Q1) Does the same emotion in two different modalities have the same underly-

ing form? Yes, our results suggest that voice and motion have the same underly-

ing form for happiness, sadness, anger, and fear. Voice and music have a similar

form for at least sadness and fear with our theremin experiments.

• (Q2) Can DESIRE capture that form? Yes, but not to the same extent for every

portrayal; some values are more cross-modally recognized than others.

• (Q3) If so, what are the DESIRE values for each emotion? Table 5 gives the

SIRE values that, at rates better than chance, underlie voice and gesture portray-

als of happiness, sadness, anger, and fear.

• (Q4) How well do the implementations (described in Sec. Chapter 5) map to the

SIRE parameters? It is clear that we can implement speed, intensity, regular-

ity and extent with perceptual agreement greater than 86% using the mappings

described.

• (Q5) What is the effect of using DESIRE to control multiple modalities simul-

taneously? In the case of voice and gesture, adding gesture greatly increases

perception of happiness compared to voice alone.
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7.1 Applications of DESIRE
In [68], we proposed the creation of emotionally expressive robot musicians. DE-

SIRE would be useful for a music robot that moves emotionally while playing its

instrument with emotion, such as a piano playing robot, violinist robot, or singing

robot. In these cases, instead of mapping the movements to arm gestures, SIRE

could be mapped to torso or head motions of varying speed, intensity, regularity and

extent. It should be noted that the theremin-playing robot is not suited to making ex-

pression motion while playing, as any movement in the theremin’s electro-magnetic

space it would affect its sound.

The DESIRE emotion transfer system could also result in useful applications.

For instance, robot telepresence has recently become a popular way to “be in two

places at once”. A typical application is office presence: an employee can control

a remote robot, allowing mobility and video interaction with co-workers far away.

We proposed a voice-to-motion conversion system in [70] to allow the automatic

generation of gestures on humanoid telepresence robots. Our experiments showed

that adding gesture could improve perception of happiness, which may be useful to

connect distant family members, such as the elderly.

7.2 Extensions to other modalities
Other modality mappings are certainly a source for future work. For instance, a

robot-controlled paintbrush could be mapped to SIRE: a slow versus fast stroke rate,

a gradual versus abrupt start, a jagged versus straight stroke, and a small versus

large diameter. A virtual fish could be given “emotions” by swimming faster or

slower, darting across abruptly or accelerating gradually, making a direct line across

a pool versus an irregular path, and by occupying small versus large space. Whether

these mappings along with the DESIRE framework produce emotional expressions

are open questions.

Perhaps the most obvious source for emotional communication is facial expres-

sion. Although facial expressions differ from speech and music in that it can be

captured in one still-frame, it still may be possible to map the SIRE dimensions to

facial features. For instance, the smile could be mapped to these parameters: S could

map to slow versus fast smiles, I to a gradual versus abrupt smile, R to a symmetric
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or irregular smile, and E to a small versus large smile. The difference between a slow

versus gradual smile is not clear here though, which is why it is difficult to claim that

DESIRE would be useful for facial expression without further investigation.

7.3 Parameter mapping design
We briefly discuss how DESIRE mappings can be extended for other modalities. The

general principle is to design each dimension such that the majority of raters would

perceive S=0 portrayals as “slower” than S=1, I=0 portrayals as less “intense” than

I=1, and so on. In [70], we performed this experiment for gesture: we held each

dimension constant and modulated only one parameter. The relative correctness for

each parameter was confirmed, although the absolute amount of speed, intensity, reg-

ularity and extent required is a question that remains to be explored. In our case, we

designed the maximum mappings such that the robot would still operate safely. The

minimum settings were set informally by the experimenter such that, for example,

slow speed would be just slightly higher than motionless. This ad-hoc setting could

possibly have a significant impact on perceived emotion, but has not yet been ex-

plored in this work. To take speed as an example: is absolute speed important? Or

perceived speed? How about relative speed based on the person’s previous history?

These questions are interesting directions for future work. In particular, this kind of

context-dependent setting illustrates the challenge that situated robotics opens up for

research.

7.4 Limitations of this work
In this work, we have followed the conventional procedure of asking actors to gener-

ate expressive displays of emotion (such as those in the German emotional database).

Facial expression studies also often ask participants to pose (e.g., [74]), and Clynes

has also asked participants of an emotional tapping experiment to “get in the mood”

by imagining themselves in a particular emotional state [1]. Although a standard

method in psychology, it has a well-known flaw: these portrayals are unrealistic be-

cause they induce extreme – rather than natural – portrayals of each emotion.

We acknowledge this as a limitation of this study. As a first step, this work

only explores the extreme boundaries of the DESIRE model. In future work, we
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must explore the rest of the SIRE space, to see where less extreme emotions lie.

On the other hand, because we did not implement emotions as “states” but rather as

points in 4D space, future work to establish “emotion trajectories” will be possible

for adapting to more realistic situations, with emotions that wax and wane through

time.

Several other challenges remain. Firstly, the influence of other cues – such as

instrument timbre or body pose – has been observed to be important, but how they

interact and the extent of their effects still needs to be formally explored. Secondly,

the results were processed offline, nullifying the need for real-time extraction – what

is the ideal frame size to extract the parameters? This question should be addressed

in future work. Future work should also explore whether DESIRE can move past the

four emotions addressed here, producing emotions like love, pride, or disgust.
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Appendix
We include as an appendix the following project on co-player robots which was car-

ried out during this Master.

A musical robot that synchronizes with a co-player using
non-verbal cues

Music has long been used to strengthen bonds between humans. In our research,

we develop musical co-player robots with the hope that music may improve human-

robot symbiosis as well. In this paper, we underline the importance of non-verbal,

visual communication for ensemble synchronization at the start, during and end

of a piece. We propose three cues for inter-player communication, and present a

theremin-playing, singing robot that can detect them and adapt its play to a human

flutist. Experiments with two naive flutists suggest that the system can recognize

naturally occurring flutist gestures without requiring specialized user training. In ad-

dition, we show how the use of audio-visual aggregation can allow a robot to adapt

to tempo changes quickly.

A.1 Introduction
In Japan’s aging society, the elderly may soon rely on robots to perform chores or

assist in day-to-day tasks. According to one survey, one of the main requirements for

these robot companions is natural, human-like communication [1]. Indeed, if a robot

lacks communication skills, the human may sense a feeling of incompatibility, fear,

and frustration [2]. Especially in cases where a task may involve a human’s safety,

a certain trust is needed between human and robot; this necessity is often referred to

as human-robot symbiosis. Therefore, it’s essential to find ways of building a bond

of familiarity and trust between humans and robots if we want them to be accepted

as helpers in our society.

Music has a long history of creating social bonds between humans. Every cul-

ture in the world has gathered from time to time in groups to participate in rhythmic

song or dance. As stated by psychologist Brown [3], “music is an important device

for creating group-level coordination and cooperation[:] a musical performance [. . . ]

tends to create a symbolic feeling of equality and unity, one that produces a leveling



of status differences among the participants, thereby dampening within-group com-

petition.” Indeed, in a study by Wiltermuth et al. [4], it was shown that groups that

sang together trusted each other more in a subsequent prisoner’s dilemma game.

Musicologists say it is the synchrony of music and dancing that induces this so-

cial bonding effect [3]. Even in the era of proto-humans, some things could only

be possible with synchronized movement: to transport heavy stones, people had to

pull in synchrony; by shouting together, the sound could be projected farther away.

McNeill [5] observed that the synchronized march of soldiers is still being practiced

despite its practical uselessness in modern times; he reasoned that this “muscular

bonding” is important for group cohesion. Recent studies in biology may support

this observation; it was shown that rowers had a higher pain threshold when rowing

in unison with other rowers, rather than in the individual condition [6]. The mirroring

or “chameleon” effect may also be at play here: a subject is more likely to get along

harmoniously with a group if he/she acts similarly. The reverse is true if the subject

acts out of sync [7] [8].

Our goal is thus to improve human-robot symbiosis by making a musical co-

player robot, focusing particularly on the synchronization aspect. We focus on a

score-playing robot, for example to play in duets or trios [9] based on a written

score. In ensembles, temporal coordination is crucial because expressive music con-

tains many deviations from the score; for example, a player may speed up their play

to brighten the musical mood, or slow down to express sadness [10]. It is during

these changes when the robot must synchronize with the human player’s tempo. In

addition, we focus on two points in music where synchronization is key: the start of

the first note, and the ending.

Let’s briefly survey the systems which already exist for digitally accompany-

ing musicians. In the field of computer accompaniment, play-back software such

as [11] [12] track the notes played by the musician to determine where to play in

its own score. This is known as score following, and has also been implemented by

Otsuka et al. [13] on a robot system. However, it has been suggested [14] that this is

not how humans keep in time; musicians cannot, and do not need to, memorize co-

players’ scores to stay in sync. A more likely explanation is that musicians keep track

of the music’s “pulse”. This approach is called beat tracking. For example, Georgia



Tech’s HAILE drum robot [15] detects human drumbeats using energy-based beat

trackers. Using the beats, it can detect speed and perform improvisation accordingly.

In [16], a robot can listen to pop music and sing along to the beat. A common prob-

lem is that these beat trackers have difficulty when there is no percussive, steady

beat, for instance in violin or flute ensembles. So how do humans synchronize in

these situations?

In real ensembles, nonverbal behaviors like body movement, breathing, and gaze

are used to coordinate between players [17]. Multiple studies show the importance

of visual information. In [18], Wii-mote-carrying children danced to music, and

were shown to move with better synchronization in a face-to-face social condition

as opposed to dancing alone. Katahira et al. [19] compared pairs of face-to-face

and non-face-to-face drummers, and also found a significant contribution of body

movement to temporal coordination between performers. By observing authentic pi-

ano duets, [20] found that head movements, exaggerated finger lifts and eye contact

are used to communicate synchronization events between players. Finally, Fredrick-

son [21] showed that band musicians synchronize best by both watching the conduc-

tor and listening to their co-players. Truly, both audio and vision are important for

synchronization.

In this paper, we describe a unique singing, theremin-playing robot that can syn-

chronize using both these senses. We assume a small human-robot ensemble (e.g.

duet or trio) with no conductor. In this case, we need to formalize the musician-to-

musician communication between humans, a topic little studied in music literature so

far. In particular, we posit that there exist inter-player cues for coordinating at least

three types of temporal events: start, stop, and tempo change. We evaluate a music

robot system that plays the theremin [22] and sings, playing music with a flutist in

the following way:

(1) It begins playing when it detects a visual cue from the flutist

(2) It changes its tempo by watching and listening to the flutist

(3) It ends a held note (i.e. fermata) when visually indicated

This robot co-player system shown in Fig. A.1 has been described in detail in

[23] [24]. In this paper, we review the components of the system and examine its

validity with naive users.



Figure A.1: The singing, theremin-playing music robot detects a flutist’s cues to play

a duet.

Figure A.2: Trajectories of flute visual cues, along with examples of locations used

in score. As shown, the end cue is a circular movement of the end of the flute, and the

beat cue is a simple down-up movement. Despite this difference, they both appear as

a down-up motion when viewed from the front.

A.1.1 Visual cues
We first formalize the concept of visual cue, hereafter also called gesture. In conduct-

ing, a typical gesture denotes the tempo at which the musicians should synchronize.

These visual events have been called “beats” in [25], and are typically described

as the conductor baton’s change in direction from a downward to an upward mo-

tion [26]. Outside of traditional conducting studies, research on clarinetist’s move-



ments found that “movements related to structural characteristics of the piece (e.g.

tempo)” were consistently found among player subjects, such as “tapping of one’s

foot or the moving of the bell up and down to keep rhythm” [27]. This up-and-down

motion will be the basis of the visual cues described next.

According to our informal observation, flutists move their flutes up and down in

a similar way to a conductor’s baton to communicate within an ensemble. Our three

observed cues are shown in Fig. A.2. A DOWN-UP-DOWN motion of the end of the

flute indicates the start of a piece, while the bottom of a DOWN-UP motion, called

an ictus in conducting, indicates a beat. Finally, a circular motion of the end of the

flute indicates the end of a held note. We hypothesize that players of other baton-

like instruments like clarinet, trumpet or trombone may also use similar signals to

communicate. Here, we verify whether these cues are used naturally between flutists.

We define “natural” here as “without needing explicit prompting”. This is in op-

position with system-specific gestural control. Consider the flute-tracking computer

accompaniment system in [28] which plays a given track when the flutist makes a

pre-defined pose with her flute, for example “pointing the flute downward and play-

ing a low B.” This gesture is system-specific, and not a natural gesture used among

real flute players. The advantage of detecting natural gestures is that the users do not

have to learn nor think about special movements to control the robot, which can be

difficult when already occupied with performing a piece. In addition, other human

co-players will also “naturally” understand the flutist’s cues, making the ensemble

size scalable.

A.2 A robot co-player system
In this section, we describe how to recognize the visual cues shown in Fig. A.2. We

will then describe the shortcomings of a purely visual system and how we augment

it with audio. Finally, we will give an overview of our robot co-player system.

A.2.1 Detecting visual cues
Flute localization

The first step in detecting the visual cues described in Sec. 1.1 is localizing the flute.

The process is shown in Fig. A.3. In our system, we assume the robot faces the

flutist such that its camera produces images like Fig. A.3 (top left). Localization is



Figure A.3: Original input image (top left), detected Hough lines (top right) and

outliers marked in red (bottom right).

performed by using a combination of Canny edge detection [29], the Hough trans-

form [30] and RANSAC outlier pruning [31]: the Hough line detection algorithm

outputs many lines along the flute, and RANSAC removes spurious lines caused by

background or clothing. The flute angle ! is calculated as the mean of the angles

of the remaining inlier lines. Other tracking methods such as optical flow may be

considered for a more generic system; we selected this simple angle-extraction ap-

proach to be robust against noise caused by camera movement while the robot plays

the theremin.

Flute tracking

Next, our system tracks the flute angle calculated from the localization step. For each

pair of consecutive video frames F at time t!1 and t, we calculate the change in ! :

"! = !(Ft)!!(Ft!1). (A.1)

The flute’s speed, defined here as "! , is input into the finite state machines (FSM)

in Fig. A.4. Notice that the beat cue and end cue FSMs are the same due to their

similarity when viewing the flutist from the front. When the end of the flute is moving

downwards faster than a certain threshold, the FSM moves into a BOTTOM state, and

conversely it moves into a TOP state. The speed threshold acts as a basic smoother,

so that the state is not changed for small values of ! . We reset the FSM state to the



Figure A.4: Finite state machines for start cue and end/beat cues.



beginning if no significant motion is detected for 1 second.

Using visual cues during a performance

Context is important for deciding what a movement means. For example, a hand

wave could both be used to say goodbye, or to shoo away a fly. In our system, we

filter our visual cues based on context; here, context is based on score location. Start

cues only control the robot’s play at the start of the piece, and end cues are only given

attention when the robot is currently holding a note. Contrary to the start and end

cues, beat cues are valid throughout the piece.

Beat cues are used to detect changes in tempo. Our initial tempo change mech-

anism [32] required the player to perform three regularly-spaced visual beat cues to

indicate a tempo change. The average difference between these beat cues determined

the tempo. This three-cue sequence ensured the movements were indeed purposeful

messages to the robot to change tempo, and not arbitrary movements while play-

ing. The drawback of this approach is that performing three regularly-spaced beat

gestures is too strenuous for continued use throughout a performance. The method

described in the following sections integrates audio cues such that only two beat

gestures are required, as long as they are supported by audio information.

A.2.2 Note onset detection
We use flute note onsets as our source of audio information. The term ‘onset’ refers

to the beginning of a note, and onsets are useful for our system because notes may

also indicate beats. For example, four consecutive quarter notes in a 4/4 piece would

have a one-to-one correlation with the beats. Similarly, if there were more than four

notes, the onsets could indicate a super set of the beats.

How can we detect note onsets? The review in [33] provides a good overview of

methods, and selecting an appropriate note onset detector depends on our usage. For

instance, our first requirement is that we want our robot to play in musical ensembles

with a woodwind instrument – the flute. In this case, the note onset detection method

must be more sensitive than those used for percussion instruments such as piano. It

should detect soft tonal onsets; this includes (1) slurred changes between two pitches

and (2) repeated notes of the same pitch. A conventional approach may include a

detectors for each of these cases: a pitch detector for (1), and an energy-based [34]

or Phase Deviation [35] detector for (2). We selected a method that can deal with both



cases simultaneously by detecting changes in both spectral magnitude and phase in

the complex domain [36].

Speed is also a requirement for our note onset detection method. We used the

Aubio library [37] implementation of Complex Domain onset detection, which is

written in C and calculates the Kullback Leibler divergence [38] in the complex do-

main from frame to frame in real-time. It should be noted, however, that as men-

tioned in [33], phase-tracking methods including this Complex Domain method are

sensitive to noise, which we experienced when testing this on lower quality audio

setups. Ideally, the own robot’s microphone should be used, with sound separation

or frequency filtering should be used to separate the flutist’s notes from the theremin

sound (e.g. using the separation approach in [39]). For the present work, our com-

bination of a lapel microphone and Complex Domain detection worked well, though

a different method may needed if faced with audio signals containing environmental

noise.

A.2.3 Perceptual module: Audio and visual beat matching
The perceptual module of our co-player system combines the audio note onsets de-

scribed in the previous section with the visual beat cues from Sec. A.2.1. We assume

that the flutist wants to change the tempo if: (1) the flutist plays notes on two con-

secutive beats, (2) makes visual beat cues on those beats, and (3) the beats indicate a

tempo within pre-defined limits. This is consistent with how humans play - they do

not, for example, triple their speed suddenly, unless it is already marked in the score.

We define instantaneous tempo as the time between the onset of the latest two

beats, also known as Inter-Onset-Interval (IOI). Our algorithm for IOI extraction

works as follows. Let V and A respectively be temporally ordered lists to which we

add observed video and audio cue events at times tv and ta. When a given audio

and visual cue are less than !1 milliseconds apart, we add the audio cue time to M,

a temporally ordered list of matched beat times. We return a new tempo using the

difference between the last two matched beats, as long as it differs no more than !2

milliseconds from IOIc, the current tempo. Otherwise, we check whether the player

has performed three beat cues resulting in two IOI’s that differ by less than !3 (set to

1000ms in our experiments). If so, we return their average as the new IOI, under the

same !2 tempo change constraint.



Figure A.5: Our audio-visual matching scheme. Visual cues act as a filter for note

onsets that fall into a given range around the visual cues. For a tempo change to be

detected, only two of the three matched beats above are needed.

Whenever an audio or visual cue event at time e is detected at time te, we run the

following function.

if e is audio then
A! A+ te
if "v #V, |te$ tv|< !1 then

M!M+ te
if |M|% 2 and ||M[last]$M[last$1]|$ IOIc|< !2 then

return M[last]$M[last$1]

if e is video then
V !V + te
if "a # A, |te$ ta|< !1 then

M!M+min({ta|a # A, |te$ ta|< !1})
if |M|% 2 and ||M[last]$M[last$1]|$ IOIc|< !2 then

return M[last]$M[last$1]

if |V |% 3 and (V [last]$V [last$1])$ (V [last$1]$V [last$2])< !3 then
if (V [last]$V [last$2])/2$ IOIc)< !2 then

return (V [last]$V [last$2])/2

In short, visual beat cues can be viewed as an enable mask for the audio data. As

shown in Fig. A.5, extraneous offbeat notes are filtered using with a window width



of 2!!1 around each visual beat cue. A matched beat corresponds to the note onset

event that falls within that window. We experimentally set our threshold !1 to 150

ms, which gives a detection window of 300 ms around each visual beat cue. If more

than one audio note onset is detected within this window, the first onset is chosen -

the earliest onset detected.

It can be noted that the final IOI resulting from audio-visual matching is deter-

mined solely by the audio note onset time. This is due to audio signals’ high sam-

pling rate – we sample audio at 44100 kHz, whereas video camera outputs 30 frames

per second. Thus, although audio data may contain unneeded note onsets (such as

those at the bottom of Fig. A.5), it is more precise. This precision is important, for

example, when using more than one camera (e.g., with two robot co-players). Even

minute differences in video frame rates and capture times can produce relatively large

differences in detected tempos using a vision-only approach.

In order for this simple fusion algorithm to be valid, a precise timing scheme is

essential. We chose to use Network Time Protocol [40] to synchronize the clocks

of all our modules, some of which were connected through ethernet. Alternatively,

the Carnegie Mellon laptop orchestra [41] used a central hub from which laptop

instruments queried the current time. In addition to precise clock synchronization,

this event-driven formulation of the algorithm is required because the data from two

data sources may not arrive in sequence, due to network delays.

A.2.4 System overview
This system was implemented on the HRP-2 theremin-playing robot first introduced

in [22], with the addition of a VOCALOID singing module [42]. Fig. A.6 overviews

the robot co-player system. The HRP-2’s Point Grey Fly camera is used to take

greyscale images at 1024x728 resolution, at a maximum of 30 fps. When start

and end cues are detected from the vision module, these commands are sent to the

theremin robot to start a piece or end a held note, depending on the robot’s current

location in the score. A 2.13 GHz MacBook with an external microphone was used

as our note onset detection module. The initial tempo is set to the one written in the

score. After that, the system attempts to match input from its two input modalities

within the perceptual matching module, and sends on detected tempos to the theremin

player. As shown in Fig. A.6, our non-verbal cue detection module controls two dif-



Figure A.6: Overview of our robot co-player system

ferent music systems via the network: the theremin robot and a VOCALOID singing

synthesis program. This suggests the portability of this system to other music tools

with few or minor changes.

A.3 Experiments and results
We performed two experiments to determine the viability of our co-player system.

Experiment 1 evaluates the start and stop gesture recognition module. Experiment

2a and 2b evaluate the tempo tracking functionality.

A.3.1 Experiment 1: Visual cue detection with naive players
In [23], we found that our method detected start cues at greater than 93% accuracy,

and end cues with 99% accuracy given our initial study with one flutist. In this exper-

iment, we recruited two naive flutists from Kyoto University’s music club to further

evaluate our system. Participant A was an 19-year-old female with 12 years of flute-

playing experience, and participant B was a 22-year-old female player with 9 years

of flute-playing experience. Each was invited separately to perform the experiments.

Gesture survey and analysis



In this experiment, we wanted to know whether flutists naturally used the gestures

we hypothesized. That is, would they make start and end cues as we defined them,

without prompting? The participant was given two sequences of duet music: one

involving a simultaneous start (Fig. A.7), and one containing a fermata, requiring a

simultaneous end of note (Fig. A.7). The participant was asked to play each musi-

cal sequence twice, assuming the role of leader. A secondary, advanced flute player

familiar with the system assumed the role of follower, hereafter referred to the Fol-

lower. At no point did the participant receive any guidance as to how to lead. Their

movements were filmed with a video camera at 25 fps for offline visual analysis and

recognition by our system.

Gesture analysis

We plotted the angle of their flutes over time leading up to the start of a note

(Figure A.8); the lower the angle, the more the flute end is pointing downward, and

so on. The audible beginnings and ends of notes have also been indicate with a

diamond.

From these trajectories, we can validate our state machines for start and end ges-

tures. Indeed, for each start cue, we notice a DOWN-UP-DOWN trajectory before

the note onset. In fact, Participant A’s movements implies an additional state: UP-

DOWN-UP-DOWN. However, Participant B’s movement is not so consistently com-

plex. The minimal sequence across our two players therefore appears to be DOWN-

UP-DOWN. As for the end cue, we can also verify from the figures that there is

a characteristic DOWN-UP motion before the end of the note, as hypothesized in

Section A.2.1.

A few other interesting points were noticed during this experiment. Firstly, Par-

ticipant A’s movements were much larger and pronounced that Participant B’s. This

implies that the method should be able to handle both large and small gestures. Ac-

cording to Wanderley et al.’s [27] study, this difference in magnitude may be ex-

pected: when they asked performers to perform with more exaggerated movements,

they made the same movements, simply with a higher magnitude. Secondly, although

not marked, a sharp breath intake sound could be heard before each note start. This

breath sound is another indicator for start of play, as discussed in [44]. This may be



1 

2 

Figure A.7: Musical situations used for surveys (top to bottom): a) the beginning of

a duet to investigate start cue b) a passage with fermata for end cue c) a note with

simultaneous start and stop and d) a ritardando passage to investigate beat cues.
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Figure A.8: Resulting flute trajectories for participants start cues and participants end

cues.

a physiological correlation with the gesture, as the flute is raised when the player’s

lungs fill quickly with air. It is possible that the start gesture may not be purely iconic,

but in fact be linked with the physical phenomenon of playing.

Through this experiment, we can check that the system is natural to use, without

resorting to subjective surveys. Our system indeed was able to detect these four cues

with a minimum state machine speed threshold !" = 0.003 radians/frame (equivalent

to 0.07 radians/sec given our frame rate of 25 fps). We used the speed threshold

derived from this survey to evaluate our system in the next section.

Recognition rates

In this experiment, we set the !" = 0.003 and asked each flutist to play the role of

the leader for the music in Fig.A.7. We asked them to perform this excerpt five times

with the Follower, and five times alone. Across our two participants, this resulted in

ten start gestures and ten end gestures, for a total of 20 samples for each gesture type.

Our system was able to detect all 20 of the gestures, with 3 false detections of start

gestures. Indeed, a false start can be disastrous for a live performance, but this is also

a challenge for musicians. As stated in a conducting technique guide [45]: “nothing



before the start must look like a start. There must be no mystic symbols, twitches,

or other confusing motions.” Avoiding accidentally cue-ing a start is indeed a tough

problem for humans as well as computational systems.

A.3.2 Experiment 2: Performance of audio-visual beat fusion module
In this experiment, we evaluate our system’s note onset and tempo detection accu-

racy.

A. Visual and Audio Beat Detections

An advanced flute player with 18 years of experience, equipped with a lapel mi-

crophone, played two legato notes in alternation, with no tonguing: A2 and B!2 at

approximately 66 bpm. With each change in note, the flutist performed a visual beat

cue. A secondary observer, a classically trained intermediate-level clarinet player,

tapped a computer key along with the changes in notes to provide a human-detected

tempo (measured in IOI) for comparison.

The average absolute IOI error between our audio-visual tempo detection and

the human detected tempo was 46 ms with a standard deviation of 32ms. On the

other contrary, the relative IOI error (i.e. taking into account whether the error was

negative and positive) was -1ms over 72 matched beats. This means that despite

going too slow or fast during the piece, the robot would still end at virtually the same

time as the human.

As for beat onset error, we found a mean of 180ms and a standard deviation of

47ms. The onset error was high, but not indicative of the system’s performance;

the groundtruth onsets were consistently tapped 100-200ms later than the system,

possibly due to the human’s motor delay compared to the audio. In Rasch’s [46] syn-

chronization experiments of wind and string instrument ensembles, asynchronization

was defined by the standard deviation of onset time differences, and ranged from 20

ms for fast tempos to 50 ms for slower tempos. As our experimental tempo was rel-

atively slow, the asynchronization of 47ms falls into a range comparable to human

performers. Furthermore, as noted by Rasch, the smooth, relatively long rise time

of wind and string instruments (20-100ms) allow for imperfectly aligned onsets to

still be perceptually synchronized. Since the theremin also has a relatively indistinct,

long rise time, we believe that this is an acceptable result.

B. Utility of audio-visual beat fusion module
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Figure A.9: Beat tracking experiment results

In the final experiment, we verified the tempo estimation given by our audio-visual

beat tracking system. We asked the two participants from Experiment 1 to play 8

notes with a ritardando, as shown in Figure A.7. They were asked to perform this a

total of ten times, using a gesture to keep in synchrony with their co-player. The first

five times, this co-player was a real person, the Follower. This condition was used

to give the flutist the context of a natural situation; it was essentially a “warm-up”.

The latter five times, we asked the flutist to imagine a co-player, but in reality play

their notes alone. We used the latter condition to give us a total of 10 instances, 80

gestured notes, or 70 inter-onset-interval tempo indications. The rationale here was

to ensure the algorithm was not be affected by the Follower’s notes.

The result of the audio-visual tempo detection is shown in Figure A.9. We can

notice that beat fusion was better for precision, and worse for recall. In other words,

our use of two sources of data prevented unwanted changes in tempo which could be



disturbing for a musical performance. In summary, the system misses more tempo

change signals than our vision-only approach, for example, but is robust to extra-

neous movements. This is likely preferable and somewhat similar to a human co-

players’ true behavior.

An unexpected outcome of this experiment came from the with-partner and alone

conditions. Although the system could detect the cues in both conditions, a few times

Participant A asked to stop and retry during the alone condition, citing she had made

a mistake. We suggest that this was because of the visual feedback given by the

Follower. Indeed, the physical synchronization of both players seemed to add to the

ease of performing the movement. This is consistent with the “muscular bonding”

phenomenon cited in the Introduction; synchronization of not only sound, but move-

ment could be key. This implies that the robot should give some synchronized visual

feedback, perhaps by head nodding.

A.4 Discussion and future work
Here, we summarize and discuss the results of this study.

A.4.1 Effectiveness of visual start and end cues
Visual cues are especially effective when no audio information is available. In this

work, we made use of the movement that conductors make when showing musical

beats; an up-and-down motion. This movement is also a natural way to express beats

for most flutists, and we have shown that they are used for start and end cues too.

If musical performers use similar gestures when they play other instruments, our

method can be applied to a wide range of instruments.

A.4.2 Effectiveness of visual beat cues
Beat cues are provided in the middle of the ensemble performance. While these cues

are considered to be good information when starting a new passage with a different

tempo, it is yet to be confirmed whether these cues are appropriate when the hu-

man provides subtle tempo changes during his/her performance. Our future work

includes the verification how the behavior of the robot is improved with employing

an improved beat tracking method or a score following module.



A.4.3 Adaptation to tempo fluctuation
Because adaptation to tempo fluctuation is an inevitable issue to realize a human-

robot ensemble, a robust beat tracking or score following method is necessary. We

are currently seeking a score-following method based on a particle filter [47] [48].

The score following method produces better results compared to beat tracking meth-

ods. We are currently working to apply our visual detection modules to the score

following method for a more robust co-player robot system.

Nevertheless, the score following method still suffers from the cumulative error

problem; the error in the audio-to-score alignment accumulates due to tempo fluctu-

ation. To cope with these cumulative errors, we need an error recovery mechanism at

a higher level; e.g., the robot would jump to a certain passage when the robot detects

a salient melody before the passage.

One of the drawbacks in our method is that the tempo detection accuracy depends

on how skilled the flute player is. By using a larger matching threshold, we can

suppress the false detection of beat cues. We need further experiments to determine

the proper threshold.

A.4.4 Perspective on information fusion
Aggregation of visual and audio information is categorized into three methods:

1. Visual information is used to filter audio information. We have presented this

type of information aggregation: among the detected audio onsets, some audio

onsets irrelevant to the visual cue are filtered out so as to stabilize the tempo

estimation accuracy.

2. Audio is used to filter visual information. Shiratori et al. uses the audio to

segment dancing motions in a video [49]: Among the detected pose candidates

for the dancing segmentation, audio beats are used to filter out false-detected

poses.

3. Both audio and vision are used equivalently. Itohara et al.’s beat tracking

method [48] uses the trajectory of guitar-playing arm motion and the audio beats

in the guitar performance. These two information sources are integrated by a

particle filter to obtain the improved tempo estimation and beat detection.

In addition, our current framework is only useful for slow and sparsely notated

musical pieces when setting a large window to filter the audio beats. This may be



useful for these cases, since it has been shown that synchronization is most difficult

for slow pieces [46]. On the other hand, skilled musicians tend to play fast passages

without any unnecessary motions [27]. We need a mechanism to robustly estimate

the tempo when a fast and densely notated phrase is given as an input with little

visual information like gestures.

Other remaining issues include the fact that the robot is only following the hu-

man leader. For true interaction, the human should also react to the robot’s actions.

Additionally, the robot should have its own their internal timing controller; for in-

stance, Mizumoto et al. [50] employs an oscillator model to synchronize not only

the tempo, but the phase of beat onsets. Other future directions include experiments

with an augmented number of subjects, the use of robot-embedded microphones, and

extension of the system to other instruments.

A.5 Conclusion
Our ultimate goal is to create a robot that can play music with human-like expressive-

ness and synchronicity, for better human-robot symbiosis. In this paper, we have de-

veloped a singing, theremin-playing robot that can synchronize in timing and speed

with a co-player. Our novel contribution is the addition of visual cues for beat-

tracking; we show that the system can estimate a flutist’s tempo quickly, and with

better robustness than with audio alone. We have also validated our hypothesized

flute gesture trajectories with a small-scale experiment, suggesting that the robot can

detect naturally-occurring cues.
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